For Immediate Release

Quantum Hi Tech launches QHM 288 USB Mouse in 7 different Hues
-

Choose your own ambience lightning at Work or Play

-

1200 DPI with precision control

Mumbai, 27th May, 2015: QHMPL, India’s leading frontrunner in consumer electronics
& high-quality IT peripherals, under the brand ‘Quantum Hi-Tech ’ with its unfailing
commitment to highest standards of quality at most affordable prices, announces
a novel mouse in its peripheral line up QHM 288 USB Mouse with faster and accurate
tracking.
Embodied with the Laser cut technology, for visible three colorful LED Lights that
shift through a Kaleidoscope of 7 different hues, QHM 288 brings in colors suiting your
every mood. With seven different LED Light colors that change while in use, QHM 288
offers soothing ambient lightning, while in contradiction of your Monday Blues at work
or busy shopping deals.
Priced at Rs. 450/ - the ergonomically designed Mouse scores perfect in the realm of
style and functionality. Some of the key features include:
•

Hyper-fast scrolling

In free-spinning mode you can coast smoothly with 1200 DPI through the longest
documents and Web pages. In click-to-click mode you can step precisely through
spreadsheets, photo albums or playlists.
•

Strong Grip for all day Use

Soft side grips and Rubber coated surface with contoured design support suits both
left and right handed for all-day comfort and confident control.The shape allows for
the hand to continuously rest on the mouse body in a relaxed fashion and thereby
reducing the risk of RSI (repetitive strain injury).

•

Plug-and-play setup

Your mouse works right out of the box. No installation hassles. No software required.
Just plug the cord into a USB port and you’re good to go.
•

Advanced optical tracking

Experience Increased tracking resolution with smoother response on any surface aided
with world’s best components and IC’s available.
Backed with a full Year Warranty QHM288 is available across leading ecommerce
portals and retail stores.

About Quantum:
Established in the year 2002, Headquartered at New Delhi, Quantum Hi-Tech today is
the frontrunner in consumer electronics, security solutions & high-quality IT
peripherals, under the brand ‘Quantum Hi-Tech QHMPL’ with its unfailing
commitment to highest standards of quality at most affordable prices.
The company has state of the art centre for Research and Development in India
focused on quality innovation with latest global standards. In short span of time
Quantum has proven to be one of the most sought after brands in terms of ‘quality’ as
well as ‘affordability’.
A pioneer in Technology, Quantum has a pan India presence through its wide network
comprising of 200 distributors, 20,000-plus resellers and 25 service touch points which
coexist as the strongest pillars that strengthen Quantum Hi-Tech’s foothold as a
player.
To Know More: www.qhmpl.com I www.facebook.com/quantumhitech I
twitter.com/quantumhitech
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